The Outsiders Test And Answer Key
the outsiders test - 7-2 team webpage - home - the outsiders test 1e outsiders was written from which
character’s point of view? a.darry bhnny c.ponyboy de curtis brother 2 what decade does the outsiders take
place? a.1950s b.1960s c.1980s d.1990s 3.whom does johnny idolize and look to as a hero? a.dallas b.ponyboy
the outsiders test - mrbroviak - test version 1 - basic the outsiders test mr. broviak each question is worth
two points. use the separate answer sheet for all questions. make sure you have the correct answer sheet for
this test. the outsiders - winston-salem/forsyth county schools - the outsiders this package provides
students with everything they need to complete a novel study on the outsiders! a complete unit – just print
and teach!!! all activities are classroom tested and include creative handouts, information sheets, detailed
instructions, templates, and rubrics! this creative and engaging package includes the ... the outsiders mrbroviak - test version 2 - challenge the outsiders test (challenge) mr. broviak each question is worth two
points. use the separate answer sheet for all questions. make sure you have the correct answer sheet for this
test. this is version 2 – challenging. you should have the green answer sheet. character connections: the
outsiders test review for chapters one six - the outsiders test review for chapters one – six characters in
the outsiders understanding the descriptions and motives of the many characters in the outsiders is central to
understanding this novel. on the test, students must the outsiders test with answers - bing - free pdf
links blog - related searches for the outsiders test with answers the outsiders multiple choice test the
outsiders unit test the outsiders test pdf the outsiders answer key chapters 1 12 the outsiders test printable
the outsiders worksheet packet the outsiders activities worksheets the outsiders final stest amazon watch
microsoft movies & tv watch imdb ... the outsiders: chapter questions - the outsiders: additional chapter
questions chapter one 1. what do you know about ponyboy, sodapop, and darry? 2. who are the socs? who are
the greasers? 3. how do ponyboy‟s relationships with darry and sodapop differ? explain. 4. why is the „gang‟
important to johnny? 5. how does ponyboy react to what sodapop tells him about darry? 6. teacher’s pet
publications litplan teacher pack - teacher’s pet publications litplan teacher pack™ ... the outsiders
contained some characters and places based on people and places ms. hinton ... the unit test comes in two
formats: multiple choice or short answer. as a convenience, two different tests for each format have been
included. the outsiders comprehension check questions: chapters 7, 8, 9 - the outsiders comprehension
check questions: chapters 7, 8, 9 4. why, according to ponyboy, do people usually think that any trouble is the
fault of the greasers and not the socs? in your opinion, is that a true assumption? they are always well-dressed
and clean. the impression they give off is one of law-abiding citizens, while in download the outsiders test
and answer key pdf - the outsiders test and answer key the outsiders test and answer key study
guide/sample test - state of delaware as soon as the monitor tells you to begin, flip through the test to see
what you have to do. this will let you know what to expect. you will have two and one memoirs of a would-be
macroeconomist the outsiders final - montgomery county public schools - the outsiders test chapters
7-12 name: core: chapters 10-12 1. who is the youngest boy in the book? a. ponyboy b. dallas c. johnny d.
sodapop 2. dally died because he wanted to die. a. true b. false 3. how did ponyboy get so sick? a. he got a
concussion from getting kicked in the head during the rumble t thhee oouuttssiiddeerrss - naseem
international school - tthhee oouuttssiiddeerrss s. e. hinton according to wikipedia, the outsiders is a comingof-age novel by s. e. hinton, first published in 1967 by viking press. hinton was 15 when she started writing the
novel, but did most of the work when she was sixteen and a junior in high school. the outsiders study guide
- the outsiders study guide *****date of test: _____***** if you were absent, you must come in and read any
missed class readings/ get notes. define the follow vocabulary words. flashcards must be ... name 2 types of
conflicts in the outsiders, and provide an explanation of each. the outsiders final test study guide amazon s3 - the outsiders final test study guide 1. be able to identify an example of a flashback: 2. why do
ponyboy and cherry get along well together? 3. the only thing dally does honestly is: 4. when dally visited
ponyboy and johnny at the hideout, he brought a letter from: 5. aside from his burns, what is wrong with
johnny? 6. what special quality does ... outsiders 7th grade - menifee county schools - task 1: “the
outsiders vocabulary mapping” (appendix c, d, e) teacher directions: students will need a copy of the
directions, the chapter word lists, and at least five word web template pages. teacher to set due dates. to
check for understanding, there are three scheduled assessment times to use the scoring guide: 1. a t eaching
nit for the outsiders - sandtpublications - this is only a portion of the test. order your complete teaching
unit for the outsiders, and download the entire test as well as lessons for each chapter, ideas for after reading
the novel, and a final test. answer keys are included. the outsiders pre-test 1. what is ponyboy doing at
the ... - the outsiders pre-test 1. what is ponyboy doing at the beginning of chapter 1? 2. what celebrity does
ponyboy wish he looked like? 3. how many brothers does ponyboy have? 4. who does ponyboy love the most
out of anyone? 5. what part of town is ponyboy from? 6. what do the rich kids call ponyboy and his friends? 7.
the outsiders study guide answers - wlstigers - the outsiders study guide answers directions: there are
two questions in each section that you need to answer. check your answers with the study guide on my
website when you are finished. use this packet to study tonight! chapters 1-2 1. identify darry, sodapop, and
ponyboy by giving at least 3 descriptions of each. vocabulary study: the outsiders by s. e. hinton
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teacher ... - vocabulary study: the outsiders by s. e. hinton teacher overview grade 9 lesson
introduction/overview vocabulary words, definitions, derivatives, and quotations an alphabetical listing of the
ten words in each section is given at the beginning of each section. the definitions are given in the order that
the words appear in the chapters. the outsiders comprehension check questions: chapters 1-3 - the
outsiders comprehension check questions: chapters 1-3 chapter 1 2. why does ponyboy like to go to the
movies alone? he likes to watch movies undisturbed so he can get into them and live them with the
instructions - winston-salem/forsyth county schools - instructions: read chapters 3-4. then, answer the
questions below by circling the best answer. cite your proof by writing the page # in the blank provided. 1.
according to cherry, what was the biggest difference between greasers and socs? a) the amount of money
each family had the outsiders - novel studies - the outsiders by s.e. hinton synopsis ponyboy can count on
his brothers. and on his friends. but not on much else besides trouble with the socs, a vicious gang of rich kids
whose idea of a good time is beating up the outsiders unit test study guide - cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn - the
outsiders unit test study guide unit test is friday, may 13, 2016 know the vocabulary words - you can ... the
outsiders: characterization for the main characters (who are they? what are they like? what is their role in the
story?) o 1. dallas is tough, cold and mean. o 2. sodapop is a very attractive guy, almost a like a greek god. ...
the outsiders unit test study guide - sitka high school - the outsiders unit test study guide you may use
your book, this sheet of paper, and your novel packet for the essay part of the test. short answer essay
questions instructions for success 1. restate the question at the beginning of your answer. 2. write at least one
well-developed paragraph, 3-5 sentences, per answer. answers to ar test for the outsiders - paraglide answers to ar test for the outsiders is available in our book collection an online access to it is set as public so
you can get it instantly. our book servers saves in multiple countries, allowing you to get the most less latency
time to download any of our books like this one. the outsiders chapters 1 & 2 questions & vocabulary the outsiders chapters 1 & 2 questions & vocabulary directions: answer all questions on a separate sheet using
complete sentences. be sure to carefully number each response. you will be allowed to use your notes on your
final test for the outsiders. for the vocabulary section, please copy the sentence from the book where each
word is used. student team literature standardized reading practice test - student team literature
standardized reading practice test the outsiders (bantam doubleday dell, 1989) directions choose the word
that means the same, or about the same, as the underlined word. then circle the letter for the answer you
have chosen. sample a to prefer something means a to like it better b to throw it away c to describe it the
outsiders unit test answers - tigardmeetings - the outsiders unit test answers the outsiders - reading
schedule. at 192 pages, the outsiders is an ideal book to cover over the course of one or two weeks. the first
step is to develop a reading plan for your students ... the outsiders unit plan | study ''the outsiders'' explores
gang comradery, violence and punishment, while at the same time chapters 5 & 6 pop quiz - newark
catholic high school - the$outsiders$chapters$5$&$6$popquiz$ $ 1.
whatwasthebookthatjohnnyboughtwhenhewenttothestoretobuy$ supplies?$ $ gonewiththewind$ 2.
johnnycompares$dally$to$a ... the outsiders - dedicatedteacher - the outsiders 3 the outsiders written by
s. e. hinton story summary ponyboy curtis, the youngest of three orphaned brothers, is the narrator of the
story. he lives with his brothers, darry and sodapop. in addition to having to face the problems of being on
their own, the brothers are caught up in the social prejudices of the day. outsiders vocabulary - rowan
county schools - outsiders vocabulary words . 2 chapter 1 vocabulary 1. asset an advantage or source of
strength. 2. unfathomable not capable of being ... the outsiders chapter questions answers - bing - the
outsiders unit test the outsiders essay topics the outsiders test pdf outsiders chapter quizzes printable amazon
atch microsoft movies & tv atch imdb watch trailer cast see all (20+) people also search for see all (20+) the
outsiders · 1983 · 1hr 31min · drama 7.2/10 imdb 65% rotten tomatoes 38% metacritic "the outsiders" is a
coming-of ... the outsiders chapter 1– 2 discussion questions - the outsiders chapter 3– 4 discussion
questions 5 points discuss these questions with a group of two to four people. write the answers on a piece of
notebook paper. each group only has to turn in one paper. take turns writing answers, and make sure every
group member’s name is on the paper. 1. the outsiders chapter 5 6 reading comprehension questions
... - the outsiders chapter 5 – 6 reading comprehension questions 1. what is ponyboy’s issue with johnny’s
suggestion that they disguise themselves? johnny suggests that he and ponyboy cut and dye their hair so they
will not be recognized by their descriptions in the newspaper. ponyboy is immediately against the outsiders
final test study guide - misskjuniorhigh - the outsiders final test study guide format: 10 multiple choice
questions about the content of the book. (1 point each) 5 fll in the blank questions from the outsiders
vocabulary list. (1 point each) 3 short answer questions (1 paragraph responses to literature, 5 points each)
write a synonym for each of the vocabulary words below. 1. asset 2 ... s.e. hinton the outsiders - lincoln
middle school - the$outsiders,s.e.hinton" 52" as johnny told him the story, i studied dally, trying to figure out
what there was about this tough-looking hood that a girl like cherry ... “the outsiders” gr.8 novel study
projects - “the outsiders” gr.8 novel study projects you will be required to complete one of the following
projects described below. be sure to review the requirements for each of the following assignments. if there
are any questions regarding these projects please be sure to discuss them with your teacher. outsiders test
generator documentation 3.2.0 - baggetta - outsiders test generator ©2006 baggetta_ware version 3.2.0
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outsiders test generator continues our test generator series that will allow teachers to create and store tests
based on classical literary works and topics outsiders common core quiz questions - the outsiders unit test
author: patrick gallegos last modified by: patrick gallegos created date: 3/8/2011 1:59:00 am other titles: the
outsiders unit test ... the outsiders: chapter questions - wordpress - get a free ... s.e. hinton the outsiders team 7 english - the$outsiders,s.e.hinton" 19" behind them. i had a sick feeling that dally was up to his usual
tricks, and i was right. he started talking, loud enough for the two ... the outsiders unit - mr. coia - the
outsiders unit english 1-2 honors mr. coia i think that you willthe enjoy outsiders , an easy and enjoyable novel
about growing up. this novel addresses themes that perhaps involve you in some way (alienation, friendship,
family, and death). most students find this novel to be one of the most enjoyable ones of the year. the
outsiders book questions and answers - wordpress - outsiders quiz in pdf file you can find it here. this is
oct 30, 2014..test questions and answers for the outsiders book.. lesson plans and strategies for 'the
outsiders': vocabulary, discussion questions, study questions, writing tasks, activities, and more. accelerated
reader test list report test book reading point. mark of the outsiders unit plan - education library - of
characters in the outsiders because of the similar characterization, make up of self and group uniqueness, and
self-exploration. the gripping plot and identifiable characters, along with an excellent movie version with wellknown actors, allows youths to relate the story to their own lives. long beach unified school district grade
10 english ... - long beach unified school district grade 10 english language arts unit 2: outsiders and
outcasts (2016-2017) 1 i ca grade 10 curriculum map note: information/content provided subject to change.
standards rl covered with all readings but may not be indicated on the chart. sample prestwick
houseactivity pack - student’s page the outsiders chapters 4 – 5 figurative language objective:
understanding how figurative language creates meaning. activity ponyboy often uses figurative language to
make a point. for instance, in this chapter when the five socs are coming at ponyboy and johnny, ponyboy uses
a simile and describes johnny as “white as a ... the outsiders by s. e. hinton sequence strips - the
outsiders sequence strips fortheteachers the outsiders by s. e. hinton – sequence strips statements to sort:
johnny utters to ponyboy before dying, “stay gold ponyboy, stay gold.” dally brings ponyboy a letter from soda
when he comes to the jay mountain church. dally, ponyboy, and johnny sneak into the movies.
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